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Red Alert 2 and Yuri's Revenge Links

	XCC Utilities 
	A collection of must-have utilities for anyone
 who  wants to mod  Command and Conquer games. Thank You Olaf van der Spek
 for creating the utilities that allow C&C modding.
	XWIS	XCC WOL IRC Server. "The alternative to Westwood-Online (WOL)." "XWIS is a community run server exactly like WOL The XWIS servers sport all the features of WOL as well as the fact that chat is enabled and the servers are fully supported both technically and administered to keep cheaters off the ladder and spammers off the servers."
	Savage War 
	One of the five best RA2/YR modding resource
sites. They have sections for TS, RA2/YR, and Generals.
	Editing Source 3 
	One of the five best RA2/YR modding resource sites. This site has had several names, they include C&C Origin, Editing Source, and RESCEN (Resource Center). Fenring is its webmaster.
	YR Argentina 
	One of the five best RA2/YR modding resource sites. AKA YRArg. ArgCmdr is its webmaster.
	PIXELOPS 
	One of the five best RA2/YR modding resource sites. Sypher_5 is its webmaster. Home of CannisRabidus and Mooman65.
	Deezire Online 
	Home to the Deezire mod collection and also an excellent modding community featuring the best RA2/YR modding forum, tutorials, and an editing encyclopedia.
	Sleipnir's Stuff 
	A forum community with execellent resources, a place to chat about the C&C series of games or just to have a conversation about your favourite band.
	Project Perfect Mod Forums 
	A.K.A. PPM. The forum for the mod, PPM: Final Dawn. It has forums for TS, RA2/YR, and WC3. They host forums for other projects/mods, have a Map Archive for TS and WC3, conduct public researches.
	Revora Forums 
	It has forums for TS/FS, RA2/YR, C&C: Generals, many mods, and much, much more. Revora is the combination of CnC Guild and the Origin Network.
	C-Gen Forums 
	This is the forum for PIXELOPS, CannisRules, Mooman's Corner, Yuri's Revenge: Secrets Revealed, and The Project. It also has RA2/YR and C&C: Generals modding foums.
	CnC Community 
	AKA CnCCom. "The idea behind CnCCom is to provide a hub for the CnC Community, to help traffic flow to the various sites and to provide a better link between the developers and the fans."
	Blade's Home Page	This is the home of Blade's RA2/YR Cameo/Icon Making Tutorial. Other RA2/YR and TS graphics assets can be found here.
	RedUtils	This is the home of DCoder's modding utilites for RA2/YR and TS and modding tutorials.
	Lao Tze's Red Alert 2 Units	Although small, this is a great mod with many really nice units.
	Terrain Expansion
	"The Terrain Expansion allows mappers a much greater creativity over their maps for Yuri's Revenge. No longer are they limited to just what Westwood needed for the single player campaigns. Now desert has the same tilesets as temperate, NewUrban is an almost complete merge of Temperate and Urban, Snow has many of the Urban features that are present in NewUrban and there are several incomplete features that now work correctly."
	Terra Scope
	A site that hosts many maps for Red Alert 2, Yuri's Revenge, and C&C: Generals.
	CNC Source 
	"Your #1 Source for Everything Command & Conquer" They have lots of info and downloads for C&C games. Its webmaster is Assassin.
	Red Alert 2 Den 
	AKA RADEN. Sister site of CNCDEN. They have lots of info and downloads for C&C games. Its webmaster is Lion.
	TJ Frame's Site 
	This is TJ Frame's website. He is one of the artists who worked on Red Alert 2, Yuri's Revenge, and C&C: Generals.
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Tiberian Sun Links

	
TiberiumSun.com 
	AKA TumSun. It is just about the best site for anything related to Tiberian Sun.
	Project Perfect Mod 
	AKA PPM. Excelent for TS Modding and Mapping.
	Savage War TS 
	Hellfire is its webmaster.
	Cyber Gooch 
	This is Eric Gooch's website. He is one of the artists who worked on Tiberian Sun.
	Command & Conquer: AfterGlow 
	Several tutorials can be found here.
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Renegade Links

	RenGuard 
	BlackHand Studios' anti-cheat software for C&C: Renegade. "PLEASE ONLY VISIT RENGUARD.COM TO DOWNLOAD RENGUARD. Due to the nature of this application, do not trust any other download locations unless we specifically mention them on RenGuard.com. Do NOT take the risk of infecting your PC with an unauthorized imitation!"
	Ren Alert 
	The Total Conversion of Renegade to the Red Alert (1) universe.
	www.imperium-ww.pl 

	renegadezone.com 

	renegadeforums.com 

	renforums.com 

	cnc-community.de 

	Ren Tools 

	renegade-planet.de 

	n00bstories.com 

	Renegade: A New Hope 
	Star Wars TC (mod) for C&C: Renegade
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Other C&C Links

	RA TechCenter² 
	"The World's Largest Red Alert Mod Making Community." This site is for RA1, not for RA2/YR. PuMa² is its webmaster.
	Command & Conquer Den 
	AKA CNCDEN. Sister site of RADEN. They have lots of info and downloads for C&C games. Its webmaster is Lion.
	Red Alert: Archive 
	"The best place for all your Red Alert needs." This site is for RA1, not for RA2/YR. RaZor is its founder and webmaster.
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Programs for Viewing and Editing Graphics

	IrfanView 
	"IrfanView - one of the most popular viewers worldwide." It's freeware and without the plugins, it is fairly small. Its features include: Many supported file formats (including PCX), Multi language support, Slideshow (save slideshow as EXE/SCR), Batch conversion (with image processing), Change color depth (including the use of JASC color palettes), Cut/crop, Effects, Screen Capturing, Extract icons from EXE/DLL/ICLs, and many more.
	See Also: C&C Utilities Page 
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Programs for use on the Internet

	Trillian 
	A program for Instant Messaging that allows you 
 to  log into AIM, MSNM, Y! IM, ICQ, and IRC. Other features include multiple 
 connections to each service, automatic logging.
	Mozilla Firefox	An excellent Internet Browser. It has many very useful extensions. It supports multiple operating systems, including Windows, Linux and Mac OS.
	Opera	An Internet Browser. I like it bcause it is smaller than Netscape 7.x and is not a Microsoft product. It supports multiple operating systems, including Windows, Linux and Mac OS.
	Download Accelerator Plus 
	It's a freeware program that accelerates downloads
   and allows pausing and then resuming downloads at a later time.
	Ad-aware	It's a great spyware and adware remover utiliy. I prefer it to Spybot-S&D, however if you use both, one often catches what the other misses. "Ad-aware Standard Edition is THE award winning, free*, multicomponent detection and removal utility that consistently leads the industry in safety, user satisfaction, support and reliability."
	Spybot - Search & Destroy	"Spybot - Search & Destroy can detect and remove spyware of different kinds from your computer. Spyware is a relatively new kind of threat that common anti-virus applications do not yet cover. If you see new toolbars in your Internet Explorer that you didn't intentionally install, if your browser crashes, or if you browser start page has changed without your knowing, you most probably have spyware. But even if you don't see anything, you may be infected, because more and more spyware is emerging that is silently tracking your surfing behaviour to create a marketing profile of you that will be sold to advertisement companies. Spybot-S&D is free, so there's no harm in trying to see if something snooped into your computer."
	Smart FTP	It's an excellent FTP Client that is free for educational and non-profit use.
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Other Useful Programs

	Metapad 
	"metapad is a small, fast (and completely free) text editor for Windows 9x/NT/XP with similar features to Microsoft Notepad but with many extra (and rather useful) features. It was designed to completely replace Notepad since it includes all of Notepad's features and much, much more."
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